Induction of rapid, activity-dependent neuronal-glial remodelling in the adult rat hypothalamus in vitro.
The hypothalamic oxytocinergic system offers a remarkable model of morphological plasticity in the adult because its neurons and astrocytes undergo mutual remodelling in relation to differing physiological conditions. Among various factors involved in such plasticity, oxytocin (OT) itself appears of primary importance as its central administration resulted in morphological changes similar to those brought on by physiological stimuli. In the present study, we applied OT on acute hypothalamic slices from adult rats that included the supraoptic nucleus. Using ultrastructural morphometric analyses, we found that it induced a significant reduction of astrocytic coverage of OT neurons, leaving their surfaces directly juxtaposed, to an extent similar to that detected in vivo under conditions like lactation. These neuronal-glial changes were rapid and reversible, occurring within a few hours, and specifically mediated via OT receptors. They were potentiated by oestrogen and depended on calcium mobilization and de novo protein synthesis. Moreover, they depended on concurrent neuronal activation brought on by hyperosmotic stimulation or blockade of inhibitory GABAergic neurotransmission; they were inhibited by blockade of glutamatergic receptors. Taken together, our observations show that intrahypothalamic release of OT affects not only neuronal activation of the OT system but its morphological plasticity as well. Moreover, the activity dependence of the OT-induced changes strongly suggests that astrocytes can sense the level of activity of adjacent neurons and/or afferent input and this can subsequently act as a signal to bring on the neuronal and glial conformational changes.